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CORPORATE HAPPENINGS

Mühlenchemie Responds to the Durum Shortage
Mühlenchemie, one of the world’s bestknown enterprises in the field of flour
treatment, has developed customized
enzyme systems that ensure efficient
performance in spite of inferior flour quality.
“To complement our years of expertise
in raw materials, we have now invested

in a pasta laboratory of our own which
will enable us to meet our customers’
requirements even more specifically”, says
Managing Director Lennart Kutschinski
of Mühlenchemie’s latest service offer
to pasta manufacturers. “On our Pavan
pilot plant we can simulate practically any
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industrial process. For example, at the
customer’s request we can test the effects
of different enzyme systems and adjust
the recipes accordingly. Is a compound
from our Pastazym series the most
suitable for treating this particular flour,
or one from the EMCEdur series? How
do they affect the taste, mouth feel and
stability after cooking? On our pilot plant
we find answers to all these questions
on our customers’ behalf”, Kutschinski
explains. Mühlenchemie’s Managing
Director is convinced that the new allround service meets a very real demand.
“Our applications technology enables
us to find practical solutions for the
pasta industry that reconcile quality and
economy even in difficult times. In recent
projects, for example, we have replaced
75 percent of the durum with bread
wheat and achieved the same quality
and color by using Pastazym. Support
of this kind will become more and more
significant in future.”

San Tung Meets Needs & Trends
Established in 1977, San Tung
Machine Industry Co., Ltd. specializes
in manufacturing all kinds of high speed
packing machines for food, chemical,
and pharmaceutical. Affordable, firstrate service, competitive prices, and best
after-sales service have always taken
priority and have gained the confidence
of the company’s clients worldwide.
San Tung, always keeps the policy of
“Quality First” & “Innovation”. Since
1977, the company has won long term
support from domestic and oversea
customers. The company won many
new patents & awards and passed the
certification of CE and ISO-9002. San
Tung continuously creates new products
to meet the customers’ necessary and
the market’s trend. The operation item
include: Nespresso capsule, k-cup,
automatic stand-up pouch filling sealing
machine, bottle filling machine & capping
machine, horizontal bag filling and
sealing machine, multi-weigher packing
machine, rotary cup filling and sealing
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San Tung specializes in manufacturing high speed packing machines

machine, rotary cup (pre-cut lid) filling
and sealing, 5 gallons water bottle cap
sealing machine, 5 gallons cap foam
and plug assembly machine, automatic
ice cream filling and sealing machine,
automatic square tray sealing machine,
continuous tray bean curd filling and
sealing machine, powder weighing and

filling machine, automatic computerized
weighing and filling machine, automatic
vertical packing machine, continuous
heat sealing machine, san tung
automatic cup and bowl type instant
noodle packing machine, automatic bag
packing machine, automatic cup filling
and sealing machine.
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